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ROLLED HEM BRACELET PROJECT 

REQUIREMENTS  

1 x spool of beading wire 24 gauge or thicker 
3 x spools of fine thread ie embroidery  (woolly nylon can be used on the upper looper) 
1 x pkt beads 
Jewellery findings such as leather clamps, jump rings and clasps 
Wire cutters and fine pliers 
Baby Lock overlocker  
Elastic foot appropriate for model overlocker being used 
Tape measure or ruler 
Fray stop or light craft glue 
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STEP ONE: Thread overlocker for a three thread rolled hem. 
Settings   Stitch selector   D 
   Stitch length   .75 - 1 R 
   Stitch Width  M 
   Differential Feed   N 

STEP TWO: Thread beading wire through the small 
square hole on the top of the Elastic foot (just to the right 
of the tension adjustment screw).  Then through the 
threading hole on the foot and lay in the groove 
underneath the back section of the foot,    (pic 1).  Remove 
standard foot from overlocker and replace with Elastic foot. 

First threading hole 

Second threading hole 

Groove under here 

STEP THREE: Roll hem approximately 2 metres of wire, 
keeping the wire feeding evenly and prevent it from bending. 

STEP FOUR: cut the wire in to at least 4 pieces 25cm long 
and the remaining piece in to 10cm lengths. 
Seal the ends with fray stop to help hold rolled hem in 
place, pic 3. 
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STEP FIVE: Thread beads on to the cut pieces of wire, 
link the long strips of wire with the short strips of wire 
positioning beads where required, pic 4.  
Twist the remaining long ends together and cut the 
bracelet to the size required, pic 5. 

PIC 4  

PIC 5 STEP SIX: fix the leather clamps to 
the ends of the wire, you can slip 
some other beads on before 
attaching the clamp, pic 6.  Attach a 
jump ring to each clamp and a clasp 
to the jump rings. Have fun 
experimenting with different colours 
and different types of beads, roll 
hem more wire to create bolder 
jewellery. 

PIC 6 


